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An application of GOCE satellite gravity 

to resolve mantle heterogeneity in Europe

Abstract
The aim of this study is to obtain new information on the density 
structure of the European upper mantle by incorporating the state-of-
the-art global gravity data derived from the GOCE satellite gravity 
mission and recently released seismic model for the crustal structure, 
EUNAseis.
The residual mantle gravity anomalies are derived from the GOCE data, 
from which gravitational effects of the deep mantle and the crust are 
removed. Our model of mantle density structure has lateral resolution 
of ca. 100 km, which allows to distinguish small-scale mantle anomalies 
and to link them to regional geodynamic processes. 
Given a relatively small range of expected density variations in the 
lithospheric mantle, knowledge on the uncertainties associated with 
incomplete knowledge of density structure of the crust is of utmost 
importance for further progress in density heterogeneity studies. 
Therefore, we examine the propagation of crustal model uncertainties 
into determinations of lithospheric mantle density. 
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Calculation
To determine the residual upper mantle gravity signal, the gravity effects 
of the topography, crust, deep mantle and LAB topography are removed 
from the GOCE free air gravity anomaly.
The residual mantle gravity anomalies reflect the density heterogeneity 
of the upper mantle due to thermal and compositional effects. Density 
anomalies in the lithospheric mantle are calculated as a relative 
perturbation with respect to the reference mantle density (3.35 g/ cm3 at 
ca. 50-70 km depth).
Mantle density anomalies are calculated by using thermal model TC1 for 
the continental lithosphere, with assumption that the density 
heterogeneity resides in the lithosphere and that the density anomalies 
are evenly distributed over the entire thickness of the lithospheric 
mantle.

Results - Siberian craton

Figure 1: Tectonic structure of the Europe (based on maps of …)

Methodology
The model for the gravity and density structure of the lithospheric 
mantle is based on three major components:
 - GOCE gravity data [1]
 - EUNAseis crustal model [2] 
 - thermal model TC1 for the continental lithosphere [3]

Figure 5: EUNAseis moho

Figure 3: Free air gravity anomalies 
based on GOCE-D3-240

Figure 4: Truncated free air gravity 
anomalies based on GOCE-D3-240

Figure 6: EUNAseis crustal 
gravity correction

Figure 7 TC1 lithosphere thickness Figure 8: Upper mantle residual 
gravity anomalies

Figure 9: Density of the lithospheric 
mantle at room temperature expressed 
as percentage anomaly of 3.39 g/cm3

Figure 10: InSitu density of the litho-
spheric mantle temperature expressed 
as percentage anomaly of 3.29 g/cm3

Figure 11: Correlation between the in situ mantle density and the 
parameters of crustal models (EUNAseis and Crust 1.0) and the LAB depth

Conclusions
- Highly heterogeneous European mantle density;
- Unexpected: No clear boundary between craton and noncraton in 
mantle density,
- Regional correlation of mantle density with thermo-tectonic age,
- Two crustal models show big differences in upper mantle gravity and 
density anomaly
- The largest uncertainty of mantle density arises from the Moho depth 
and thickness of sediments

Figure 2: EUNASeis seismic data coverage [2]


